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Laboratory-Developed Tests: The Need for Regulation 
 
Laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) are a type of in vitro clinical test (IVCT) that are developed 
and used in a single laboratory, distinguishing them from other IVCTs that are used by multiple 
laboratories and conventionally manufactured as medical devices.1  LDTs are “send out” tests, 
meaning a sample is collected in one facility and sent to another to be tested, instead of 
collecting and testing a sample in the same facility.2  Reliable LDTs are crucial, as inaccurate 
tests can lead, on the one hand, to failure to diagnose critical diseases or conditions and, on the 
other, to inappropriate treatment.  
 
Under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act), the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has the authority to review medical devices, including LDTs, to ensure 
they are safe and effective before they are marketed.3  However, to date FDA has not used this 
authority to regulate LDTs, allowing the devices to enter the market without premarket 
approval.  
 
The number of inaccurate LDTs is a growing problem and may lead to misdiagnoses of 
common diseases. 
 
In the 1970s, there were a limited number of LDTs and they were generally used to diagnose 
rare diseases and conditions in a small number of patients.1  Advances in science and 
technology have enabled greater availability and complexity of tests that can be used to 
diagnose serious medical conditions like cancer, heart disease, and, more recently, COVID-19.1,4  
The field of medicine is evolving, including a new focus on Precision Medicine, which tailors 
disease prevention and treatment to individuals by accounting for individual factors like 
genetic variation.5 Development of accurate and clinically meaningful tests is crucial to support 
these advances. 
 
In the absence of FDA oversight, labs offering LDTs are regulated by the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments 
(CLIA).1  CMS regulates labs themselves, including the process of testing, but does not regulate 
the safety and effectiveness of tests directly.6  CMS requires labs to have documentation of their 
tests’ analytical validity, which determines if a test can detect the target of interest reliably.  
CMS does not require clinical validity data: the accuracy with which tests identify a particular 
disease or susceptibility to a disease in a patient.  For example, if a blood test measuring 
proteins shed by pancreatic cancer cells is used to diagnose pancreatic cancer, CMS would only 
assess whether the test accurately detects the proteins, not whether the detection of the proteins 
is a reliable way to diagnose pancreatic cancer.  By contrast, if LDTs were reviewed as medical 
devices, clinical and analytical validity would be assessed by the FDA, which would carry out a 
more comprehensive assessment with a focus on test safety and effectiveness prior to reaching 
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patients.1  Regulating LDTs under the CLIA, rather than by FDA, therefore leaves critical gaps 
that allow inaccurate LDTs to be marketed to consumers without adequate independent 
oversight.  And examples of inaccurate LDTs abound. 
 
In 2015, the FDA published a report that presented 20 case studies of problematic LDTs that 
caused or may have caused real harm to patients.1  In some cases, patients were told they had 
conditions they did not have (false-positives); in others, patients’ life-threatening conditions 
were not identified (false-negatives).  The biomarkers measured in other tests had no proven 
relevance to the diseases that tests claimed to detect, or their associated treatments.  The case 
studies included tests for a variety of conditions, such as Lyme disease, vitamin D deficiency, 
autism, fetal genetic abnormalities, heart disease, and various types of cancer.1  The situation 
has only been exacerbated since the report was published, with many more LDTs being 
developed and used on an increasing number of patients, all without premarket review.7  Some 
additional recent examples follow. 
 
Prenatal tests 

• Genetic non-invasive prenatal screening (NIPS) tests analyze small pieces of fetal DNA 
in the maternal circulation to assess the risk for genetic abnormalities in a fetus.8  All are 
LDTs and are widely used by providers.  These are screening tests, but patients have 
terminated their pregnancies based on test results without further diagnostic testing.8  
Although companies claim their tests are highly accurate, some genetic abnormalities 
like microdeletions are so rare that false positives are common (they have low “positive 
predictive values”).8  FDA recently released a safety communication warning patients 
and providers about the risks of inaccurate results from NIPS tests.8 

Theranos blood tests 
• The company claimed it could deliver cheap and convenient tests, which were LDTs, to 

diagnose common conditions like diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disease using a 
single finger prick and a few drops of blood.9,10  It capitalized on the LDT loophole, 
allowing it to circumvent FDA regulation and market tests that were inaccurate.  For 
example, unreliable results led one consumer to believe she was HIV+ when she was 
not, and another was informed she was miscarrying when she had a healthy 
pregnancy.11,12  Luckily, both women retested with different providers and learned the 
truth, but these results could have led to unnecessary treatment for HIV or the 
termination of a healthy pregnancy.  

COVID-19 tests 
• In February 2020, FDA allowed COVID-19 diagnostic tests (which were LDTs) to remain 

on the market until FDA had a chance to review their applications for emergency use 
authorization.13  By eluding review under the EUA provision, which would otherwise 
have required at least some premarket review, these LDTs were in essence regulated like 
all LDTs – without premarket review.  The agency subsequently discovered validation 
or design issues in over 65% of a sample of 125 tests submitted for authorization.13  
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Inaccurate results from these tests may have led to unnecessary quarantining due to 
false positives or to additional virus spread due to false negatives. 

 
Reform is needed to ensure adequate oversight of LDTs.  
 
FDA is aware of the public health risks posed by unregulated LDTs and has proposed 
regulation in the past.  In 2014, it released a draft guidance3 that outlined a risk-based approach 
to premarket review of LDTs and a process for notifying FDA of such tests.  This elicited a 
strong response from industry, including academic medical centers (AMCs), and pressure from 
Congress led FDA to suspend work on its proposed regulation.14,15  In 2017, the agency released 
a discussion paper15 that synthesized stakeholder feedback on the draft guidance but made clear 
it would not implement this policy change through its current authorities, leaving it to Congress 
to address the issue.  In August 2020, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) announced that FDA would be required to regulate each LDT by individual regulation, 
which in effect meant that LDTs would be unregulated.16,17  HHS has since reversed this 
policy,18 but still left LDTs unregulated. 
 
Negotiations around LDT regulation resulted in the introduction of the Verifying Accurate 
Leading-edge IVCT Development Act of 2020, “VALID”,19 which was revised and reintroduced 
in 2021.20  VALID amends the FD&C Act to create a uniform regulatory framework for all 
IVCTs, including both LDTs and non-LDT IVCTs, that are currently regulated as medical 
devices.  The bill was modified and included in legislation that reauthorizes user fees for drugs, 
biologics, and devices (the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Landmark Advancements 
Act of 2022, “FDASLA”).21  However, it was stripped from the FDASLA before it passed.22  The 
VALID Act of 2023 has since been introduced in the House.23  
 
FDA should act within its existing authority if Congress does not. 
 
FDA has the authority to regulate all IVCTs as medical devices, but only non-LDT IVCTs are 
currently following device approval requirements.  For example, an application for the 
MissLan® Pregnancy Rapid Test, a moderate-risk over-the-counter non-LDT pregnancy test, 
was submitted and granted approval from FDA in early 2023.24  In the event that legislation 
addressing LDTs is not forthcoming, FDA is working on a proposed rule25 that would clarify 
that LDTs are devices under the FD&C Act and, presumably, establish a risk-based regulatory 
approach to LDT regulation.  This proposal is now under review at the Office of Management 
and Budget. 
 
Congress can offer a more comprehensive regulatory framework for IVCTs and LDTs.  
 
An ideal regulatory framework for LDTs should include a tiered approach, as incorporated into 
most versions of VALID and supported by FDA: 
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1. Full premarket review: Individual high-risk tests, or those where an undetected 
inaccurate result is reasonably likely to result in serious or irreversible harm or death to 
patients or is reasonably likely to result in the absence or delay of necessary medical 
treatment would be subject to the most stringent scrutiny. Such tests would undergo 
premarket review of their proposed labeling, submit raw data showing the test is safe 
and analytically and clinically valid for its intended use, and submit quality requirement 
(QR) documentation. 

2. Exempt from premarket review: Tests that qualify as exempt do not undergo any 
premarket review.  Exempted products may include low-risk tests (those where an 
undetected inaccurate result would cause minimal or immediately reversible harm with 
only a remote risk of harm to patients); custom tests (those used to diagnose a unique 
condition for which no other IVCT is available); low-volume tests; and grandfathered 
tests (those on the market prior to the bill’s enactment). 

3. Abbreviated premarket review: Moderate-risk tests, or those that do not meet the 
criteria for high-risk or low-risk tests, require review of only the proposed labeling and 
summary data demonstrating the test is safe and analytically and clinically valid for its 
intended use.  No QR documentation or raw data would be required unless requested 
by the Secretary.   

Regulation should also consider the following issues:  
 
Resources: FDA should be provided adequate funding to regulate LDTs through 
appropriations and user fees.  There should be no cap on user fees collected by FDA; the agency 
must have the ability to negotiate such fees without restriction every five years according to its 
resource needs. 
 
AMCs: Only about 5% of the roughly 267,000 labs in the U.S. offer LDTs, but AMCs, which 
typically develop such tests, have been some of the most vociferous opponents of LDT 
regulation by FDA.26  AMCs may oppose regulation partly because commercialized 
technologies with intellectual property patents provide substantial revenue.27 A risk-based 
approach would preserve AMCs’ ability to generate revenue from innovations while still 
protecting patient safety and increasing transparency. All LDTs, regardless of the organization 
that creates them, should be held to the same risk-based regulatory approach as an inaccurate 
test is a problem regardless of who produces it.  
 
Technology certification: One proposal to help FDA handle the large number of tests that 
would be reviewed is a pathway called technology certification.  This allows eligible developers 
of moderate- or low-risk tests to develop and modify tests within a single technology type 
without individual review of each test.  Developers would submit a representative test for FDA 
to review and submit information to show that tests within the scope of the certification 
conform to the procedures for analytical and clinical validity and those for establishing that 
tests are safe.  All tests approved under a technology certification should be required to not 
differ significantly in their indication or analytical and clinical validity and FDA must be given 
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the authority to define the circumstances in which a developer could receive a technology 
certification that covers multiple technologies through regulation or guidance.  
 
Grandfathered tests: Tests on the market prior to the passage of regulation or legislation may 
be exempt from premarket review, due to the burden of reviewing the thousands of tests 
already on the market, but FDA should be given the authority to request information from a 
developer any time it has concerns about a test’s analytical or clinical validity, claims, or safety.  
Test developers should be required to maintain documentation supporting their tests’ analytical 
and clinical validity, evidence proving their marketing claims are not false or misleading, and 
data establishing that their tests will not contribute to serious adverse health consequences and 
provide these to the agency on request. 
 
Postmarket authorities: A tiered approach to review would exempt most tests from premarket 
review, shifting the majority of test oversight to the postmarket setting.  FDA should have the 
authority to require postmarket surveillance for any test when the agency determines that such 
review is necessary to protect the public health or to provide data supporting analytical or 
clinical validity.  Adverse event reporting by manufacturers should be required for all adverse 
events associated with the use of a developer’s test. 
 
Exemptions: Exemptions from premarket review should be narrowly tailored to ensure that 
critical categories are not excluded.  For example, exemptions meant to cover grandfathering 
LDTs and custom or low-volume LDTs should not be drafted to cover all IVCTs, which 
currently undergo premarket review as devices. 
 

For more information, please contact the Center for Science in the Public Interest at policy@cspinet.org. 
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